William Anthony
Conservation Lecture

Thursday, October 8, 2015  6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Adler Journalsim Building E105, University of Iowa

Gary Frost, guest lecturer
“Great Legacy, Great Prospects — The Historical Bookbinding Model Collection at Iowa”

Bill Anthony, the Library’s first Conservator, made replicas of historical bookbinding structures. He used such model making for apprenticeship training. This method proved such a great idea that binding model making has become a craft learning strategy here at Iowa. Soon we were on our way to producing our now famous Historical Bookbinding Model Collection.

Over the years Bill’s work has been augmented with other fine examples made by many talented bookbinders. Join us for an illustrated commentary on the legacy and prospects of this fabulous, and unique, instructional resource of the UI Libraries.


Individuals with disabilities are encouraged to attend all University of Iowa-sponsored events. If you are a person with a disability who requires a reasonable accommodation in order to participate in this program, please contact Giselle Simón, UI Libraries Preservation and Conservation, at 319-335-5033.